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PREFACE 
~he aim of this thesis is to present as clearly end 
comprehensively as possible the recent poli tice.l and e;con-
omic Relations between the United States e.nd Argentina. 
!'fly treatment of this subject lays no claim_ to being 
exhaustive. There are gaps in this history which are not 
due to lack of information; but for the so.ke of brevity. 
To hr..ve treeted this subject fully would have meant months 
of research resulting in a book of hundreds of pages. 
Where fo.ctual material has been extensive, I have felt 
it necessPry to select. Those selections included have been 
on the basis of the recency and verificGtion of the data, 
End the exactness end thoroughness of the facts aveilable. 
Meteriels used in this study were obtained from the 
library of Oklahome Azriculturel and Mechenical College, 
the United Ste. te s Deps.rtmen t of Ste te, and the Super in tend en 
of Documents of the United States Goverruuent Printing Office 
in Washington. 
B. J. M. 
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CII,A.Pl'ER I 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUHD OF .A.RGENTINti!-JJ•:IEaICAH RELATIONS 
Now the.t the Old Wo_rld is engaged in a "f~ght to the 
'inish," there he.s arisen in the United States an incrensing 
.nterest in the countries of South and Central America and 
· ••• the political snd economic a spec ts of the Eurdpean War 
.s it affects the Western Hemisphere. n 1 Pen-Americanism has 
:uddenly become a subject of vi te.l importance. Our natural 
·Utlet lies to the south in our sister continent, end it has 
,ecome essential that the .American way of life and democracy 
ontinue to exist there. 
Among these Hispanic-American countries, Argentine 
,coupies a dominant position. Second in land area only to 
2 .. 
lrazil and first in economic adVEncement, she ht'ls always 
1lnyed 8 leading role in the continental affairs of South 
.merica. "Argentina hes been called 'the United States of 
louth America,' and it is more like the United States than 
3 
.ny other South .American country." The climate is similar, 
Reynolds, ThomBs Harrison. ed., As Our Neighbors See Us; 
Ree.dings .,!!! the Relations of the United States ?.nd Latin 
America 1820-1940 (Privately print..:~d, 1940), p.v. 
According to the South American Handbook (Harpers, London, 
1940) the total land area of Brazil is 3,275,510, sq. mi. 
while that of Argentina is 1,078,278, sq. mi. 
Carr, Katherine., South American Primer, New York, 1939, 
p. 35. 
,nd the population, like ours, is composed of~ mixture of 
~uropeGn immigrents. Al though the two countries hPve much in 
:ommon, .Argentina hn s m2intained en entagonistic a tti tud e in 
Ler rele tions with the United States. She he.s re2::c=,1'd8,1 our 
Jolicy as imperialistic, end sees us es e rival in the leader, 
:1hip of Pan-American affairs. 
Argentina was one of the first of the Spanish provinces 
to rebel against the tyranny end exploitation of the mother 
country. On Mey 25, 1810, fl national e. ssembly at Buenos 
~ires created the "ProvisionP.l .Junta of the Pro,rinces of 
4 :.a. Plate.." to supersede the vice-royalty. Out of this move-
nent e.nd. subse-quent developments that augured of e.n independe 
~tatus there eventually came a foI'ID£·1 declaration of independ 
~nee, on the 9th of .July, 1816. 
The first years of the new republic were marked by in-
terns! and external struggles. While the internal issues 
"ere fe..r from those thet ere usuelly cssocinted with a lawful 
:>onsti tuted state the external ones invol·ved Argentina in wha 
ror the time bein3 appeared quite grave. Like e new convert 
to a new religious dogma she at once was ready, and indeed 
Quite willing, to lend her efforts to her less fortunate ones 
v1ho were in the pursuit of freedom and independence. To the 
ettention of his people came the notice of the province !yin€ 
4 Moore, David R. , A History of Latin America, New York, 
1938, ·p.191. 
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the eastern shore of the La Fla.ta River, and veriously 
:>wn es Benda Oriental, the province of Uruguay, or tho 
:>vince of Montevideo, which hr,d teen incorporeted into the 
C"tugese kingdom of Brazil in 1820. In 1825, Argentine., 
dous to 8.id Uruguay in rn effort to regein independence, 
ked for a statement of United States policy concering the 
spute over the Br~nda Oriental. It eppeers that she we.s , 
raid that the Holy Alliance might intervene in behalf of 
5 
9.Zil even though the Monroe Doctrine covered. the issue. 
nee this Doctrine we s still new s.nd untried, the United 
ates on this ocoesion "fe.r from taking sides in the contest 
.v·1isely rne.inte.ined e strict neutr: lity. 116 . President Monroe, 
wever, had encoureged La Plete by a formal recognition on 
r independence late in 1824, e.nd e fev1 weeks later the Bri tic 
ver~1ant diJ likewise. 7 
In 1828 Uruguay Fnd Argentina forced Bra.zil to recognize 
.e independence of Uruguay. Sine e Pa.re.guay had· v:i th drawn 
·om the United Provinces in 1816, Argentine now set out on 
L independent course. But her struggles were not yet ~ver, 
.vil wers, first of one variety then of enother, continued 
> rage intermittently within her borders throughout the f1·rst 
Lockey, J. B. , Pan-Americanism; I~ Beginn1nf$S, New York, 
1920, pp. 460-61. 
Ibid. , p. 461. 
Moore,~· .£!!•,P• 294, 
4 
jhe century, with only one exception-thG regime of Rosas. 
Lr roots lay in the perinniel contest between the dominant 
Ltical parties over control of the government. The "unitario 
resented Buenos Aires, -1.nd the "federalistas," the rest of 
countryside. It, therefore, wes essentially n struggle 
ween the city and the "camp." 8 
In 1829 Juan l\'1e.nuel Rose.s accepted the presidency. ' Upon 
lizing the problems that confronted him he resorted to plans 
h fair and foul to gain control of the government. With 
s eccomplishec1 he we,~ the 11cutocrat 11 of th? Southern Hemi~ 
re until his expulsion in 1851. While he was to some extent 
, caliber of' ruler the. t v'Ja s needed ere long his name became 
;orious throughout .1\.lnerica .~·,115. Europe for his tyrannical rule, 
;hough he WP: s cruel and selfish, "he combined .?.11 the pro-
Lees into a new Argentinian confederacy." 9 His opposition 
immigr~tion Eind th,3 investrnent of foreign capi tic:11 hindered 
some extent the development of foreign trade. 10 
Argentina, during the Age of Ros8 s, was constP..ntly in-
L ved in foreign complications. During his first term of 
rice, boats from the United States, while seiling off the 
1st of the Falkland Islands, were seized by the natives.11 
Carr, 2.E.• c!!.,p.40 
Moore, A Histo:EY of Le.tin America, p. 314. 
Ib:f.d.~ pp. 314-315. 
Ibid., p. 315. 
-
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is the version of the affair given by the .Argentinian 
orian, Richardo Levene: 
••• in December, 1831, a North-American warship 
committed an outrage against their (Felkle.nd Island) 
nuthorities, because of the watch they maintained 
along their coasts to prevent whale fishing. The 
minister of foreign relations of Buenos Aires 
demended from. the charged' affflires of the United 
States satisfactory ezplanations for this insult; 
but that diplomatic agent did not give satisfaction' 
anQ left Argentina.12 
ddition to this "insult," Argentine felt that the United 
es should have epplied the Monroe Doctrine policy to the 
.n tion, and prevented Britain from taking possession @f 
. l ~ 13 J.S e.Il\J. S • Until this time Argentina, Tiith the other 
>enic-Americe.n republics, had used the United States as 
1del democre.cy. This incident, however, caused a feeling 
.11-will - a feeling that the Doctrine was an instrument, 
for hemispheric defense, but for United States benefit. 
T. H. Reynolds seys that this was one of the facts that 
>led off the Hispanic-American faith in the Monroe Doctrine 
t.) the occupation by England of the Falkland Islands in 
L "14 
••• 
During the year of 1846 other incidents occurred which 
~d to Argentina's disillusionment. This was the blockade 
Gevene, Ricardo., A History of Argentina, translated and 
:1dited by William .Spence Robertson, Chapel Hill, N.C.,1937, 
~· 423. 
,Hlile the dispute was still in progress, Great Britain took 
possession of the isle.nds. She claimed them on two premises 
discovery end SpHnish admission of her ownership. Argentine. 
be.sed her claim on the principle of occupation. 
Reynolds, Thoma.s Harrison., Economic Aspects of the ™~ 
,.._ __ .,__~-- 1\T--1,,.,,.,111"' ...., 1~() 
the Rio de la Plata by the French and British fleets. The 
Lted States in this instance limited herself "to the mere 
;,ression of its sympathy and moral support of its oppressei 
15 3ter. In the same year P<raguay issued a request for re-
~nition, but, the President of the United States with ell 
3 inforrnation required for recognition, "postponed the re-
Lution ••• out of consideration to the Argentine republic."16 
Apparently the ill will was somewhat over emphasized for 
rategic purposes for the constitution adopted in 1853 was 
Jfoundly influenced by the constitution of the United States 
"l? 
•• Even its principal city Buenos Aires wes made a 
ederal district and the capital of the republic like the 
istrict of Columbia and ·washington, D. C. The Civil Wars 
ere speedily brought to a close and the people of the country 
ere given a new outlook on life. The reforra program inclu1ed 
modern agricultural policy. The ranges were fenced, and men 
ould not only keep and bre~d their own cattle, but they could 
lso se.fely cultivate fields of grain. Cattle raising became 
he domine.n~ occupation, and Argentina soon became known as 
ne of the principal greneries c,f the world. 18 During this 
.5 
.6 
. 7 
. 8 
Reynolds, Thomas Harrison., !!!._~Neighbors ~ Us, p. 4f 
~., PP• 45-46 • 
Rowe, Leo Stanton. , ~ Federal System .2f. ~ Argentine 
Republic, Washington, 1921, p. 33 • 
Carr, Sou th Ameri c·a.n Primer, p. 42. 
7 
ra of per:ce ond prosperity, Argentina took a definite place 
n world commerce. 
The consolid2tion of constitutional authority vested in 
he government, however, created from time to tine 8 revolutic 
ry spirit among the mPsses. In 1874, 1880, 1890,_ 1893 and 
19 905 violent revolutions took place. These struggles were 
etween the revolutionary spirit of the persons who did not 
xercise the franchise end th~ centre.lists who influenced the 
hoice of the chief magistrete of the nation. These dissentic 
ere not brought to end until the passrige of the electoral 
ee.sures es proposed by Pres;l.dent Roque Saenz Pena in 1912, 
hich symbolized the consolidation of democracy by freedom of 
' 
uffrage. 
In 1881, the United States, acting es mediator, prevaile 
pon Argentina rmd Chile to settle thei.r boundary differences 
n a friendly manner. The negotiation proved highly successft 
hen Argentina wes given title to the controversial colony of 
atagonia, while other territorial concessions were granted 
h 'l 20 1 e. 
The value of foreign commerce began to increase during 
his period. Prior to 1890 the belance of trade had been 
9 
0 
Levene, .2.E.• .£11., p. 525. 
Chile received helf of Tierra del Fuego, adjacent islands: 
thereto, end the shores of the Straits of Magellan. A n~w 
dispute arose, however; dyer these boundary lines. 
enerally unfavorable, but for the period 1sg1 to 1g14 the 
olume and the balance were so fa.voreble that the period was 
alled "an era of economic ectivity."21 From 1g10-1914 under 
t1e presidency of Dr. Saenz Pena, commercial life became to 
ome extent the main feature of the administration. The lead-
ng nations interested in Argentine trade were { in this order 
nglana., France, Germany and the United Ste. tes. 2~ 
Foreign relations with the United States, meantime, shov, 
o improvement. President T. R. Roosevelt's "Big Stick" pblic 
as bitterly resented, as were the forceful collections of 
1riva.te claims by the United States. In 1902, when Germany, 
-reat Britain, and Italy "established a 'we.rlike blocke.q.e' to 
:ompel Vene~uelo to pay debts due their citizens, n 23 poli tica: 
.eaders of Latin America expected the United States to apply 
;he Doctrine end come to their aid. When nothing was done, 
>r. Drago, Minister of Foreign Affairs in Argentina, formulat• 
.n 1902 a doctrine to supplement that of Monroe. In 1906, thi 
~ird "Pali-Americe.n Conference was informed of the new plan, 
md at the Second Hague Conference of the following year, it 
ias accepted under a new name, ttThe Porter Doctrine", with 
a.any novel ideas as a basis of conduct. 24 Thus the Drago 
Levene, Ricardo.,£.E, • .£11., p. 519. 
~., pp. 505-520. 
Moore, David R., A History of Le.tin America, p. 767. 
Ibid. p. 768. 
,ctrine, as it has come to be called, z:es a doctrine developec 
La South American for lesders_ to protect themselves against 
,rceful collections from over anxious creditor nations~ 
The imperialistic policy of the United States during the 
.rst three decades of the 20th oentury brought frequent 
•i ticism from Argentinian writers. Their repeated de:rmnd s foJ 
clarification of the interpretation of the M:>nroe Doctrine 
,d never been honored. Pueyrredon an Argentinia~ delegate to 
Le Sixth Pan-American Congress said: 
The ideal of Pan-Americanism dates back to 
the Paname Congress of 1826; but the term "Pe.n-
Americanism" was not familiar to ·the people of the 
United States until after the Pen-American Congress 
which convened in WE,shington, D.c., in 1889. Pan-
Americanism has been existing for forty years, e.s 
an institution, and I do not believe tbe.t it has yet 
penetrated the conscience and the soul of the peoples 
of America. I have not yet seen that it has given any 
strength nor any warm.th, any powerful and spontaneous 
public ma.nisfe_;3tion.25 · 
1 reference to the American interventions during the 
iministration of the first Roose·velt, Jose Nicolas Matienzo, 
1 Argentine publicist, wrote: 
5 
Economic nnd cultural expansion, however 
na turt'l it may be in a powerful ne tion, even though 
this netion have the extraordinary power of the 
United States, cannot justify an imperialistic 
policy which may humiliate the sovereignty of the 
other states and excepts the country from the 
practice of respec~6due to the principles of international law. 
Reynolds, Thomas Harrison., Econolilic Aspects £! ~ Monroe 
Doctrine, p. 169. 
Me.tienzo, Jose Nicolas.·, ~ Doctrine ~ Monroe z la 
Constitucion, Argentina, Buenos Aires, 1929, cited in 
Reynolds, As .Q!!!:. Neighbors ~ !!,!, p. 98. 
There have been many suggestions from La.tin-American 
untries that the ·Monroe Doctrine be Americanized - that it 
.ould apply to all American countries equally, and not only 
the United States. The nearest they came to achieving 
.air demands was when President Wilson •proposed a Pe.n-
1erican pact providing for a reciprocal· guarantee ot indepmd, 
1ce and intergrity of territory.n27 Due to the faot that 
1ere was Chilean opposition,- the measure was never passed, an« 
Llson turned his attention to a more ambitious project -
1e League at Nations. 
Argentina, with most ot the other Le.tin .American nations 
9came a member or this great world peace .organize ti on. Whtle 
1e had remained neutral during the conflagration, the Allies 
btained from her much needed food and materials. This trade 
roved so profitable that a general economic stimulant was 
elt throughout the land with the signins of the Armistice in 
he tall of 1918 her people Fi.nd her leaders were ready and 
·illing to indulge once age.in in the sub-tle art of world 
.iplomacy. 
Wilson's step toward better relations was followed by 
11s successors. "President Hoover in many ways toot precau-
~ion to build up better inter-Jmericen relations.u28 He made 
B'l Jioore, David R., .9.R.• ill.• ,p. 768. 
:tb!d., p. '171. 
good will tour through South America, and, on his return, 
lblished a memorandum superceding the Roosevelt oorollary 
> the Monroe Doctrine (i.e. Hoover's) a corollary that was 
5 megnetio in words es it was vague in reality. 
This grsdual shift of policy during the Hoover adm.inis-
ration ushered in the •Good Neighbor Policy" toward the, 
stin-American nations. This effort to establisli hemispheric 
riendship and solidarity has progressed rapidly during 'the 
dministrations of' Franklin Delano Roosevelt and under the 
.eadership of his Secretary Q.f State, Cordell Hull. 
ARGENTINA AND THE UNITED STATES AS GOOD NEIGHBORS 
The United Stetes and Argentina - alike in their 
eographical position, products and climate - are really 
ery different ethically and culturally for they heve evolved 
rom totally different origins • .Argentina still.shows traces 
f her feudal Spanish origin, while the United Ste.tes is an 
xample of e new political and economic system which grew 
1th the new nation. The United States, because of its 
ealth and power, assumed by virtue of its position 
ictatorial "big brother" to the Le.tin American nations. 
ecause of this attitude they have tended to regard the 
nited States as.more of a threat to their territorial in-
egrity than they do to the armed dictators of Europe. The 
pplication of the principles of ttDollar Diplomacy" partioulaI 
ly increased their resistance to "yanqui imperialismo" along 
he benks of the River Plate. 
Dr. Jose Maria Cantilo insisted> however> thet the prin• 
cipal obstacle to closer relations between the United States 
nd Argentina was not historical, but geographical. He 
aintained that even an increased ease of communication 
etween the t\'10 countries would do little to bring about more 
13 
.. I /291 
;im.ate contacts~ There were (and still are) too great 
J.ilarity in commeroial products for mutually satisfactory 
Lde an-d there are many ties of affinity that bind many of 
i.. 
~ southern folk quite naturally with Europe. Most of her 
Lonists are of European origin; she was originally a colony 
one of the greatest imperalistic nations of all time and, 
r best markets lie in thA.t orbit. 
There· is a difference of opinion· concerning the date 
3n the Good Neighbor policy began. Herbert Hoover inaugura-
i the current good will movement by a tour of South America 
evious to taking his oath of .office on Maroh 4, 192-9. He 
de a more concrete profession or faith by.ordering the 
th-drawal of the troops stationed in Haiti and Nioaragua. 
gentina, however; considers. that ·the movement r_eally had 
s inception with the· WQrld War when •The great figure of 
lson (our. :Fresident) i'n the first. file in the world scene, 
· 30 
rakened a major interest in Argentina." 
It is, however, with ·the administration of Franklin 
1lano Boo_sevelt that Ule Good B'eighbor Pol147, as such,; was 
;erted. His administration has, from the beginning, pledged 
.... 
tself to that course in an effort to allay some of the 
0 
Cantilo, Jose Maria., "Interview of a Correspondent of 
the 'New York Post' with the Minister Of Foreign Belations 
oi ted in Thomas ·Harrison ll'eynolds, · .;!.!. .Q!£. Neighbors .§!!. ! 
p. 185. 
Ibij., p. 187. 
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spioions entertaineJ hy the Le.tin American nations, And 
.,, . 
refully nurtured by envious Fascist powers'. The first 
atement concerning a new and better relationship of the 
ericas was made by the president in his initial inaugural 
dress: 
••• r would dedicate this nation to the poli·OY , 
of the Good Neighbor-. the neighbor who resolutely 
respects himself and. because he does so, respects the 
rights of others - the neighbor.who respeota his 
obligations and respects the·sanctity of .iit,S agree-
ments in and with a world of neighbors... .3-
pe in e.ddition was expressed by him that tlfo other twenty. 
Lerican nations wouid re~pond to the polioy and cooperate 
,r the good of all. 
The adm.inistratio~ elso was opposed to the interference 
· any government in the sovereignity or internal affairs of 
Le governments of any other nations - and wes particular to 
;ate that no ggvernment need fear intervention by the United 
;ates on any pret~nse. In confirmation of the latter state-
m t, the office of the Secretary ot State has a. t all times 
~ied to remove or to m.1n1mize inter-state oontroversies and 
, make conditions so satisfactory that there would be no 
l 
··!I'A;rough varioa~ prop_aganda agencies, the Fascist countrie~ 
use Latin .America's fear of the United States as a weapon 
for their own benetit. The claim is then put forth that 
the Good Neighbor Policy is only a cloak for an wim.peri~l-
~ istio expansion" in South ~merica. 
~ildl~·~·;n-The Gopd Neighbor Policy" (Radio Addres 
United States Department of State Press Releases, No. 468, 
Publioation 1233, XIX, SQptember 17, 1038, P• l87.~ -.-
• l 
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rther need for marine service - a service which oeAsed to 
notion after 1935. 
This policy Wl'?s born of economic and political necessity 
secure Latin America's willing cooperation in policies ot 
:i.de and defense. It was necessary to :formulate a method to 
nbat the threat of the totalitarian states to 'r.etin-American 
' 
rkets. For tbe first time the :fact was stressed that "all 
e nations of the Western Hemisphere are eque.ls, bound 
~ether••• by the realities o:f geography (thus making) a 
~eat to any part of this hemisphere a threat to all o:f it.-=-· 
Cordell Hull, in an address commending the Argentine 
~i-War Pe ct, stE:1. ted that the aims o:f thi a "forward-looking 
Licy" were the J;,anishment of the right of conquest :from t.hese 
3F 1tinents, and the rejection of that right herself. · 
The Montevideo Conference o:f June, 1933 was regarded as 
of the most important :forward steps in .Pan-American affairs 
·dell Hull, Secretary of State_, set a precedent by attendlng 
s conference as an official delegate - the first time·a 
:retflry Gt state of this country traveled to Le.tin_ America:-
~ that capacity. Because of its outstandiI:E success in the 
Oe.rr, south Ja.er12an Primer, p. 16'1. 
""1Ittl-i-,-..C.or.d.e.ll,., .. •Address regarding tteace :,roposal, before· 
Committee I, -'Organization of Peace', December 15, U}33'i 
Address ~ Statements .2Z·.~ Honorable Cor<iellj R'Qll., 
Publioe.tion No. 694, (·rashington, D. c., 1935• p~4-35. 
~·, p. vii. 
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relopment of better relations, the trip was of especial 
snificance. The eim of the American delegation had been 
present a cooperative spirit in order to lay groundwork 
r future achievements. A special effort was to be made in 
ier to convince the more skeptical nations that we wished 
be one of them, and not the ttbig boss." 
In committee Dr. saavedra Lamas, Minister of-Foreign 
rairs of Argentina, made a resolution - subsequently en-
tled the Argentine Anti-War Pact - that was heartily endorsed 
the American delegation. Mr. Hull sanctioned the paot 
)licly in a speech before the ttOrganization of Peace" 
~ . . 
nmittee, and rejoiced privately at its content since such 
troposition was a necessary preliminary to his aim of 
llispheric defense. 
In a gesture of friendship to Argentina - for she was 
nittedly one of the most important nations of Rispanio 
3r1oa-President Roosevelt himself attended the Buenos Aires 
lference of 1936. Several steps, meanwhile, had been taken 
rnrd the improvement Qf relations with .Argentine and Latin 
~rice.. All ~ccupa tional missions had been wi thdretwn and 
-- l!taa;::ttor~, MJ.ddress rege.rding peace proposal, before 
Cominftte°e' I, 'Organize.tion of Peace', December 15, 1933". 
Address~ State~nts .ez ~ Honorable Cordell RUll, 
Publioation No. !94. pp. 30•38. . 
rantees given against further oocupations; the tariff 
riers hcd been lowered; peace machinery hed been set into 
ration; t_rade e.greements were being initiated; en Export-
ort Bank established; and, e_ Division of. Cultural Relations, -
set forth specific plans for concrete expressions of nid, 
esteblished by the Department of.State. 
The· change in att~tude ·wc,s startling; ;this w.as illustrated 
the crowds that ga:the~ed to see President Roosevelt whenever 
wherever he eppeared •. The governmental officials along 
' itinerary a.ooorded hi:m;_:a :magnificent reception. Everywhere 
received a tumultous .elcome. Laurance Duggan, of the 
artment of Stnte; empha·sizes the .tact that these gestures. 
resented not only a welcofue to the President, but also 
' - - ~ 
e testimonials of millions to the good-neighbor policy. 
During this first meeting of tm Inter-American Confer-
e for Consolidation of Peace, the delegation ~rom the 
ted States had several differences of opinion with the 
-
entine delegation. Th.ere was the fear·that we were again 
r 
uming a too dictatorial attitude. 'fb.ese dif~erences 
Cantilo ascribes to the ancient misunderstandings and 
-- ~~ 
dequacies of the Monroe Doctrine. The differences, however 
~=~ence., •The Good Neighbor Policy•·- (Radio Add-
re~=,Jl,a::ted States Department of State Press Rel~ases, 
No; a, publication 1233, XIX, September 17, 1938, p.188. 
Cantilo, Jose Maria.,~. Ci~., in Thomes Harrison Reynolds, 
As Our Neighbors See Us. p. 188. 
18 
r;, 
~e settled in a spirit of "mutual understanding."~ In 
corde.nce with this understanding, Argentina end Chile later 
reed to settle their boundary dispute concerning the Beagle 
lend Channel by asking for the arbitration t~rough the 
torney General of the United States - the Honorable Homer 
mmings • ...-
Conceived in peacetime, the Roosevelt policty of living 
gether as ngood neighbors" seems to work even while a 
structive war is in progress •. While Europe is being ravaged 
war, the .American republics are living together in a spir-
of cooperation in industrial, economic, cultural, politioal 
.d spiritual unity. The spirit of ·•good neighbor" has been 
,re definitely planted in Argentia, and other Pen-.Amerioan 
,publics~ by a number of friendly overtures on the part of 
.e United States, through the various agencies o~ the Pan-
terioan Union. 
The Historical Conference which met in Buenos Aires in 
137, was the result or the ef:torts of Dr. Ricardo Levene, 
~ the University or La Plata, and Dr. lmlilio Bavignani, of· 
1e University of Buenos Aires. All of the Republics of 
t' Ce.ntilo, Jose M'aria., !!_ E. Neighbore See us, P• 187 • 
..__ Buse ~21¥Rce. , !9E:~=-, .. :~··•lcllm-Olf.·..POJ.£o,-•., 
p. '. - . . 
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erica were represented and participeted directly or in-
rectly. The value of this meeting as a medium of carrying 
od will and neighborliness from the United States to lrgentill 
evidenced by the distribution of writers who submitted theiI 
rk to be read before the Conference. The United Stet~s _was 
presented by 21 books while Argentina he.d 126 books or ,tract:: 
subjects _pertine~t.,to both ~tions.A ? 
The first Inter-American Technical Aviation Conference 
1 
s held in Lima, ?eru, in September, 1937. At this conference 
tended by representetives of the 21 American republics, the 
ited States and .Argentina were found working side by side for 
C}Om.rn.on cause - .Americen aviation. The conference discussed 
i adopted 32 resolutions. One outstanding achievement of 
ls conference was the resolution providing for the erection 
monuments to the honor of Wilbur and Orville Wright. This 
1U.I:1.ent was to be erected at La Paz, the highest aviation 
!ld in the worl~. ~ 
There was held in Habana, Cuba, the First Inter-American 
iio Conference, in December, i937. The purpose or the 
:3ting wa.s to draw the Americas together in the solution of 
Jblem.s related to radio communications. It was another step 
:Martin, Percy .Alvin., "The Buenos Aires Historical 
Conferenqe"! Pan American Union No. l, ?leshington D.c., 
Vol. LXII, 9~pp. 9~11. ~ -
:_ AAM:• • :si!, es~ · 
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'Eird continentel brotherhood ond wii versel good will. ~ 
A further act of friendliness and neighborliness wes 
.spicuous in the reception given to an amateur besketbe.11 
m from the United Stetes to .Lrgentine, in J"anuary, 1938. 
: team Has ':relcomed both in Buenos .Aires end Rose.rio by 
1usanc1s of sport fans_ .~nd well wishers. Jt Roserio, the 
.m vro.s met at the depot by 30 different ci vie organizat~ons 
.ch vied with each other. in paying hoiilage to the boys from 
1 United Status. The United Ste.tea .Amateur Athletic Union 
1, by encouraging inter-American competition, aided in 
.· 
iatins a strong feeling of friendliness for our country 
mg sport lovers in other Americe.n nations. These· things 
re definitely produced e closer feeline of friendship 
;ween the people of the two great cowitries.5' 
The center of .Argenti-ne-1~.mericen friendship is fou..."l.d 
a tall narrow house in the central part of Buenos Aires • 
. s is the Argentine-American Cultural Center, where boys 
l girls, men end women ere taught to read the books vh ich 
1e fron the United States. The chief purpose of the Insti-
1e is to tetrnh en appreciation of the highest habits, 
>ughts, problems, and the dei~y life of the people of the 
Heriiiifrtdez, Francisco J., "The First Inter-American Radio 
Conference", Ibid, pp. 350-352. 
~lk Harry., "A United States Basketbell Team Tours 
S0uth·--·1merica1r, · Bulletins of the Pan .American Union, 
No. l.Q., Washington, D. c., LXII, 1938, pp. 519-557. 
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l'n.ited States. In this building are found libraries of 
.merican books of history, literature, science, government 
nd newspapers and magazines. The Institute is supported 
,y both Argentians and .Americans to the extent of 100,000 
,esos annually. When ever a distinguished American visits 
uenos Aires ha is usually asked to lecture. in the Institute 
r arrangements are ~de for him to speak in an other part of 
~8 he· city. 
. . 
· The -State Depar'tment':'>of .the United States arranged the 
\ 
uenos Aire.s Convention, in.· 19:39,. :r'or the promo_tion or culture 
elations. .A.rgentina -and the United Ste..tes ware among the. 
- . . . 
atin American' countries which adopted a conven:tion to provide 
or the exchange of'· _professors and graduate students :from one 
ountry to the other. :lxQha'nges are made e.w.ilable in eight 
· 46 ields qf-learning. 
The inter-American Tourist Congress is another agenoy 
b.ich is bringing the netions of the United Stetes of ".America 
, L 
nd Argentina closer together. Denied facilities to travel 
n Europe, 1\merice.ns e.re encouraged to travel in Latin 
~erican countries. ·0ne of the many advanteges of traveiing 
a Argentina would be the similarity of climate, henoe e 
!Ving in clothing. 
, 
f Brown, Elsie., "A Center of Argentine-A.merioan Friendship" 
Pan-American Union, No. 1; Washington, D. c.,LXXIII, 1939, 
pp. 27-30_. 
~Olcimroma--C.:Uz.. Times_~ April 3, 1941, p.23. 
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-In c.ddition to other services rendered to her neighbor 
i.tions, the United States is lendine; scientists, in the field 
~ agriculture to_eid these nations in solving their problems 
crop production; combating insects and fungi diseeses; 
~owing of i.1Eh·T crops; e:nd s.meliore.ting other. farm issues of 
1.tionel importance. In such ways the United States is buildi: 
, enduring friendships with neighbors to the south, from 
,voreble reactions which have been received of these neighbor, 
· deeds, it seems that the good neighbor policy of mutual 
,operation in consultations and negotiations is likely to 
Ldure for some time irrespective of niili te.nt Europe • .....,._ ? 
Viheeler, L. A. , "Western Hemisphere Trade". Foreisn 
Agriculture, Washington, D. c.,cTanuar_y,1941, pp. 11-12. 
CHAPTER III 
TRADE RELATIONS 
Argentina, the first Letin-.American colony to win its 
1dependence, was also among the foremost in economic and 
)cial development during the first century of its self-
>vernment. Fortunately its people during this period did 
,t .suffer any long destructive wars, either civil or foreign. 
In the fourteen years prior to the opening of the Worlcl 
1r I the country made steady and satisfactory economic progre 
1is progress in a ·i1ay detes back to 1899 when 1 t changed its 
,netary system from a fluctuating paper to a convertible 
1rrency based on gold •. With the collection of a gold reserve 
stability of currency based on a prosperity in agriculture, 
tdustry and trade, a notable interest was menifested by the 
.nenciel leaders of Europe. As early as 1913 the Argentines 
red European nations the follov1ing ,:1t10unts: Great Britain, 
.,450,000,000; Frence, ~400,000,000; Germany, $300,000,000. 
that time there was considerably more foreign money investe< 
L this South Americen Republic than in any other in the 
,uthern continent. Their financie.l obligations to the United 
;ates at this time (1913) was ebout ~300,000,000. Up to this 
.me Argentina hau uepended on England more than any other 
24 
ation for financial a.id. 48 
With the outbreak of the World Wor the financial trouble 
owever, of Argentine, soon began. Those nations of Europe v1hi 
ere engaged in the uar could not longer make further financie 
dvances. Adverse economical conditions grew to such an exter 
hat this country was eventually forced to tu-rn in distress tc 
he only nation financially eble to appease the growing wants 
he United States ·or America. In January, 1915, this c~untry' 
inenciers made their first loan - 015,000,000 to Argentina. 
our months later this sum was increased by another loan of 
l?,500,000. The money iil each ce.se was adve.nced by three or 
our of the le.rcest benks in North P.1·a.erica. Further financial 
ssistance ,ms extended to the nation and the people of Argen1 
y the United States government through-the Pan-Americen Finer 
ie.l Congress, created in Ji..w.y, 1915, for just such a purpose. 
Prior to this period, our interests in the oomm.ero·e of 
rgentine was comparatively small. The ohief nations to expox 
cods· to Argentina were Great Britain, 31 per .cent; Germany 
7 per cent; and the United States, 15 per cent. Of Argentine 
xports, Great Britain took 25 per cent; Germany 12 per oent; 
nd the United Ste.tes five per cent. 
During the World War period for many and varied reasons 
1e United States and Argentina were none too cordial. Argent 
3 Moore, ..2.l?• .£!!•, pp. 483-484. 
Lt that the United States had been tardy in advancing loans, 
l had among other things, set up tariff rates which were 
scrimatory for example the t!:'.riff Act of 1922 practically 
Jluded Argentina's exports from the markets of the United 
ites. 49 Then, too, .Argentine. did not accept any of the publi 
ainuation let alone the private ones to take an active part' 
the war against The Central Powers. In fact, after two of 
~ ships had been sunk by the Germans off the French coast in 
L7, she declared in favor or·a continued policy of neutrality 
The attitude of her people toward the policy of Pan-
~ricanism as sponsored by her big brother to the north might 
sunnnarized in statements me.de by the Argentine ambassador, 
>n, The gist of these remarks, would imply that the United 
t tes, being the strongest and largest American nation, i.f 
ran even the resemblance of an opportunity, would dominate 
1 economic and political lives of the peoples of the twenty 
;in _.Amari can republics• 50 
Following the world war economic conditions were in 
' Leral very bad in Argentina. Tile post war depression, to-
:her with a church controversy, tended to cause a feeling of 
Holladay, John Le.tane, The United States aB,g_ Latin .America, 
New York, 1922, PP• 312-313, 
Ibid., pp. 331-334. 
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uneasiness and uncertainty in financial and political 
eavors. The issue, however, oame to a climax, on September 
1930, when a student uprising in Buenos Aires began a move-
t tba:t culminated in the overthrow of President Irigoyen; 
acceptance, by popUlar acclamation, of his lieutenant in 
ice as his successor and the oreation of a new government 
duced a feeling of democracy that had heretofore been non-
stent. 
Even during the period of depression, which followed the 
ld war, the economio interests of the United States in 
entina were not entirely neglected. We continue from time 
time to advance capital for the improvement and development 
public utilities, manufacturing, and marketing. The largest 
estments were in manufacturing, especially meet packing. 
er industrial concerns receiving aid were those that produoec 
omobiles, building stone, fire clay, glassware, agricUlture 
industrial machinery, chemicals, and mining, smelting, end 
roleum products. 
The table, on page 27, discloses distribution of our 
ect capital investments-in Argentina industries as of 
tember, 1930. 
T.ABLE I 
lfacturing Selling Distributing All Others 
i:-i i:-i i:-i 
Cl) ([) Q) 
Cl) 
.0 Cl) .0 <D .0 Q) 
::f ! ::f I ::f § ::f r-1 r-1 r-1 r-1 ~ «1 Qj z en p, I>- I>-
. 
$82,008,000. 3? $52,908,000. 8 029,811,000. 7 <'-wl47,836,00 
Miscellaneous Total 
i:-i i:-i 
Cl) ([) Q) (I) § ::f .0 :::1 r-1 I r-1 ~ aS z I>-
20 $19,256,000. 99 ~31,819,000. 
As the title indicates these amounts of money do not 
include loans made to the government of Argentina. At the 
close of the fourth decade of the present century we advanced 
more financial aid to Argentina than to any other Republic 
in South .America at the. t time. The total amount of Argentina 
bonds held by citizens of the United States amounted to 
0322,ooo,ooo twioe as large a sum es owed by any other Latin 
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American m1tion. 
To underste.nd fully the ree.son for this investment of 
capitel in a nation's industries which had never been in full 
sympathy with our pan-American policy or hPd not whole heart-
edly accepted the Monroe Doctrine we should study the figures 
relating to the exports and imports to and from these countri 
The figures given (below) show the quantity Pnd value of our 
exports to Argentina from 1910 to 1930. 
TABLE II 
ClllOdi ty QUANTITY V.A.LUE 
Hll0-1914 1928 1929 !930 1910-!914 19~8 :[9~9 I§3 
~le Boxes * 33 510 94? 684 48 1,063 2,132 
<) I 
&:, '' 
rnmobiles 223 293 244 2,564 2,8?4 2, 
ain-Turpentine 996 1,5?1 1,815 1, 
~ton Cloth Y!$?6822,299 22,6?5 16, 2?5 4,16? 3,?4? 3,?4? 2, 
~l Tons ?8 32 43 64 245 140 19? 
30line Dbls. 286 l,?83 2,291 1,488 1,890 9,323 11,189 ?, 
~ewri ters ? l?.8 20.2 15.2 35? 1,021 1,15? 
Cooper, William L., "Americe.n Direct Investments in Foreign 
Countries", Trade Information Bulletin No. ?31, Washington, D 
- -1930, pp. 16-19. 
Thousends omitted. 
~.,, 
SiU~.\NTITY VALUE 
IDITY l.910-:-1914 1928 1929 1930 1910-1914 1928 1929 192 
:or .!88 8.5 8. 17. 'f.5 'fIB 2.1;, 613 B, 2f3I '*, 5~ 
· Trucks .03ij 15.8 19.9 5.6 ?S i~,~55' I3,~49 5,~ 
Parts 5,501 8,199 l? ,190 1,2 
5 
One of the most interesting facts noted in the ebove ta 
vms o decided decreHse in our exports to Argentine. in Ell the 
cornrnodities listed during 1930 except that of fresh applies e 
coal. The main reason for these reductions in quantity and 
value can be fldduced from the feet that Arg·entina had turned 
other sources for these commodities; especially Greet Brit:l.an 
and Germany, and to some small extent to the lesser nations o 
54 Europe. To make a comparison of the quantity and value of' 
exports and imports between the two Republics the following 
teble is presented: 
TABLE III 
DITY f'IUANTITY VALUE 
J:910-1.iii IDsl XV!i !930 1910-~9!4 I~am I;!g UJ30 
ides 
* 2468 2756 1717 12782 32381 23198 1230 
-Lemp 
kins * 
3835 4038 3310 610 3402 3468 205 
~ Kid ins • !133 2810 2961 1360 1693 2061 196 
~rd 1938 14941 231!0 11275 3578 26046 44:l.96 2397 
~)'1001 3935 91?7 24110 22244 502 2345 6370 423 
l c Wool 
• 22407 2066 1816 2052 4662 762 614 50 
933 JJ.622 14!58 ?189 176 4217 5043 164 
ooper, William L., "Foreign Trade in the United States in they 
930!'..ii. iN'-de Information Bulletin~ No. '749, Washington, n_ .c. i .... 19 P• ~e; 2. · 
dminster, Lynn R. Address, "Agriculture and The Trade Agreement 
rogram, Department of State Paper~, rele8sed June 18, 1936, 
ashington, D. c. pp. 2-3. 
~., pp. 53-56. 
ate not shown for earlier years. 
Tb.ere was a decided slump in the quantity and value 
:,ods shipped f'rom Argentina to the United StE'tes in 1930. 
totals show e. drFstic decline f'rom those f'or the years of 
One of' the chief' reasons why we did not buy as much 
Argentina in 1930 as we had in the tvio previ·ous years 
the passage of' the Hawley-Smoot tarif't. This ta.riff' ~ended 
eep foreign goods out of' the United Stetes by prohibitive 
es f'or the protection of' native industries. This·· .Act increased 
import duties on goods brought in that were produced either by 
American manufacturer or agriculturist. Likewise was it pass-
s a party political weapon more than es one to ·raise govern-
al revenue or to protect American industry. The scale was 
raised on a f'ew articles which had real economic value in 
lives of the average American labor and farmer, viz., hides 
wool. But since we then had a surplus of each item the 
f'f' revision proved more irritating then financially beneficial. 
The unfavoreble trade balance of' Argentina in 1930 with all 
ans, amounted to more then 125,000,000 gold pesos.* Tb.is was, 
ed, quite e contrast wi1h that of the previous year when the 
.try enjoyed a favorable trade· balence of nearly 92,000,000 gala 
Fetter, Frank v:., "The New Deal and Tariff Policy", Publicity 
Policy Document·, No. 1., Chicago, Illinois, 1933, pp. 4-5• 
The gold pesos,dropped in value f'rom $.93 in December,1929 
to $0.7555 in December,1930. 
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isos. Liest of this decreese was the result of a substantial 
icline so serious in its ramific8tions and so dis?strous 
,vernmentally that the political structure Y-.'i tnessed one of 
1ose periodic upheavals that prompted the formation of a 
3W government founded, on e platform favoring general economy 
57 
:i a means of protecting her ne.tione.l credit. 
It was not until 1933 that Argentina reversed her etti-
1de toward the United States. The friendly and cooperative 
rforts of our president, Fre.nklin D. Roosevelt, together 
t th the aid of Secretary Hull, brought to the I,l,:'tin li1nerican 
epublics the intentions of' the United States to foster, 
rotect and neighbor with the independent nations of the 
astern Hemisphere on a besis of National equality. To 
urther this ides., the Pe.n-American conference vms held in 
ontevideo, December l<il33, a. plnce well located for such a 
eeting ot this particular time. The suspicion and distrust 
f some, if not many of the "doubting- Thomeses", of the La tin 
meric~.n States, were dispelled by the friendliness of our 
elege.tes e.nd the support of the presses of a majority of 
he South American Hetions, At this conference the .Argentine 
iinister of Foreign }.ffe.irs, Senor Carlos Saavedra r.ame.s, 
as instrumental in bringing his country in line with the 
,7 
i6 
Feiker, Frederick M., "Financial Development in L8 tin 
America During 1930", Trf::de Information Bulletin J.2.E., 
Washington, D. c., 1931, pp. 2-5. 
Kelchner, Dr. Warren., "Remarks on the Lima Conferencef 
Depertment of Stete Press Release, Washington, D. c., 
1Q38, pp. 1-2. 
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58 1ericen ideas and policies. This conference did more 
> bring about a closer understanding and relationships 
1an any former meeting held in the New World. The good 
~elings and cordial felicitations were oli.nched by non-
1tervention and peace treaties. 59 
Following the mutual ngreements the economic and 
inancial conditions in Argentina became more stable. 
nericnn capital was again invested and by the end of the 
ear 1~31 there was a total of ~348,268,000 of our money 
nvested in 106 enterprises, divided as follows: 39 manufactu: 
ing plants with $84,245,000; distribution 36 with $28,357,000 
ransportetion 12 with $155,496,000 e.nd agriculture and min-
ng 19 with an investment of ,JSO,ln~,ooo. The notable differ-
1nce in types and kinds of investments indicated the attitude 
if northern financiers towards the economic possi bili tie.s of 
.rgentina. 60 
The year 1937 was highly prosperous for Argentina. A 
~ood crop yield and 2 surplus of beef animal with prices whicll 
:-eturned a fair margin of profit to the producers, made money 
;,lentifUl among all classes. The country's meat exports rose 
ilore than 10% while the wool exports declined eight per cent 
5g 
50 
Kelchner, Dr. Vlarren., "Remarks on the Lima Conference", 
Depertment of State, Press Release, Washington, n. c., 
1~33, P• 3. 
Dickens, Paul D. "American Direct Investments in Foreign 
Countries", Econbmic Bulletin, Series 1, Washington, D. C 
1936, pp. 12-14. 
'"'crtr,~,,. ~, 
L I 11 H ,;,'1J.t7r1£ Cl 
JU . ,\ It 1· 
W 2'1194, 
volume, but increased 12} per cent in ve.lue. The greet-
t variety of exports went to the United Stetes but Great 
itian's exoeeded her in the specific items of meat and 
ol. At this time the percentage share of the United States 
total Argentina imports increased from 14.6 per cent 
n 1936) to 16.4 per cent, while at the same time the w lue 
these imports increesed 46 per cent. Simultaneously the 
gentine exports to the United Stt:ites increased more than 45 
r cent, which VJ8. s the greatest gain of eJ1..:ports to any other 
untry. These exports consisted mainly of corn, wool, hides 
d canned beef. 61 The balr=mce of trede between the United 
Jtes and Argentina in 1936 and 1937 was in the fe.vo.r of 
3entina, by 31 million pesos in the former year and seventy-
ur million pesos for the latter year. This yee.r marked the 
62 gh point in Argentina's economic recovery. 
A study -:,f the imports end exports· Of .Argentina :ttor 
38 revealed the necessity of a revision of American commer-
:il policies and explains the willingness of Secretary of 
:ite, Cordell Hull, of the United States to offer reciprocal 
i tariff reductions et the Lima Conference. These concess-
1 were certainly apropos for during 1938 we imported goods 
,m Argentina valued at 80,750,000 pesos - an amount less than 
Lf as much as we imported in either 193$ or 1937. .At that 
Dye, Alexander V., "Argentina", EQ.onom:tc·:,Jl~view- :2£. Foreign 
countries, Washington, D. o., 193?, pp;:~i\.li!~: · 
Ibid.,p. 157. 
. .. . ...... -. . 
. . ... . .. . ;.: ... ·.·:·:··:.-: :··.: .. ·: 
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1e our imports constituted only ebout seven per cent of 
~entina 's exports in contrast v1i th those of Greet Bri tian 
3.t amounted to 31 per cent~3 Due to these apparent conditions 
:l delegates from the United States presented a resolution, 
Leh we s adopted, containing the following terms: 
(1). Reduction of all types of restrictions on inter-
tional trade: (2) Formulate trade agreements which ..embodies 
e principle of fair arid equal treatment: (3) Set up reason-
:}.e tariff measures instead of other forms of restrictions: 
) Trade agreements created on the theory of non-discrimina-
64 
on. 
Of the many speeches delivered at e.nd abo.ut the Lima 
nference Secretary Cordell Hull voiced the real sentiment 
the meeting in en address made in New York City, January 
1939. His comments on that occasion 'IIJB.Y be summarized as: 
.e twenty-one La.tin .American Republics and the United States 
,affirmed their judgement that a policy of commercial rela-
.ons must be one without restrictions and of· an equality basis 
. policy in v.'hich trade wr,.s to be allowed to move along lines 
'economic adventage in harmony with as sound economic policy 
~ York Times., December 13, 1938, p. 16. 
1 Hull, Cordell., "Statement made et New York City, .January 
9, 1939" \ C.onference Series ,43 , \Vashington, D. c., 
1940, pp. 84-85. ---
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reach of the interested nations. He inferred that a 
Jeral polioy was the only proper one for a peaceful trading 
~ld to pursue, rather than one of competing and underhanded 
Liances. By promulge.ting such e poliOy with determ.inetion 
3 New World republics will not only suit their own economic 
mntaees but will safeguard their equality. 65 
Our imports from Argentina, in spite of all these har-
. 
1gers of good will and increesed· trade actually declined in 
>8. This we.s due to abunda.n t crops in the United Str. tes, 
~ether with an economio recession, which lessoned the demand 
· large purchases of Argentina's primary products. Lower 
.ces for hides F.'.nd wool oontributed to the decr·ease in import 
.ues. our 1mports consisted of ( named in order of value): 
.xseed, raw wool, hides and skins, oanned beef, quebraoho 
;ract, corn and feeds. 
At the same time the imported goods- of the Argentine 
,ublio from the United States amounted to only eight per-
.t less in 1938, notwi thstending the e.dverse economic 
.ditions~ - The depressing effects of the developments in 
8 on economic activity were mollified to EL large extent, 
the ~.mple suppl.ies of foreign exchange obtained rrom the 
Hull, Cordell., "Statement Mede at New York City, 
January 9, 1939". Conference Series~. Washington, D. c., 
l.940, PP• 84-85• 
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rge sales of products to other markets than the United 
ates. The investment of these surpluses in new machinery, 
:hicles and specielties bro~ght the value of goods imported 
•om the United Ste.tes to more than ;;~86,000,000 • .Among the 
ny commodities imported from the United States the category 
· machinery and vehicles eccounted for 059,000,000 while 
Le aircraft industry alone absorbed approximately 40,per cent 
· the total. The value of American automobiles and perts 
the same time decreased a bout three c.iuerters of a million 
,11ars. The other items of Are;en tina imports remained approxi 
.tely the same, except potatoes which dropped to a low level 
66 
l Hl38, due to the return to norm.el production e.t home • 
. e net results of trade between the two republics during the 
,e.r nere the favore.ble gains made in imports to the United 
;ates. Simultaneously the United Kingdom .and other European 
)Uiltries imported less of her products and accordingly weilded 
iss influence. The total volume of commerce, in 1938, amounte 
> $12?,500,000. 67 
The totel e.nnuel agricultural exports from the Uili ted 
;ates to Argentina for the period 1931 to 1939 inclusive is 
Lown in table rv. 
Witherow, Grece A., "Foreign Trade of the United States, 
1g3a", ~rt II, United Ste.tes Department of Comm.erce, 
Bulletin 198, Washington, D. c., 1940, PP• 29-30. 
-
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TABLE IV 
Yeer beginning July 1 
JITY I§3I-3~ 193~-~3 1933-34 1934-35 !935-36 1936-37 193'7-38 19..,.f~ P. .. ,·) -~ ... 
3 (bu.) * 167 91 80 61 ?5 41 62 1:1 .. 
(lbs.) 14?8 1432 1160 ?81 ?13 413 337 5( 
,-i{los. }1229 975 799 586 6?1 923 ·499 
['6s •] 8110 12264 438 28 163? 138'79 
L -lbs.) 1 feed 3 22 22 22 
rn(lbs.)2190 1045 717 265 299 359 1?5 < 
:>es (bu.) 1 56 385 l'l 
" 
e 
The following table, Number V shows the volume of 
United States Agricultural imports from Argentina, for the 
se.me period. 
TABLE V 
Year peginning July 1 
DITY 1951-32 1932-33 1933-34 1934-35 1935-36 1936-37 1937-38 1938-~ 
~e.nned* 7847 12834 1'7726 27544 35789 . 390'10 41215 3172( 
c~rpe=e• E59S3 2ogg5 32905 ,,la,3176 ?6I'73 10~, 
aul;Ir'5Ie• 1m m111 5!3! 55I5 II82 !BO~ 
Freei 1848 684 2259· 2'.iaa l?O Im~: 
other' 3'4~!5 !SS! en,· !SI?! 1!530 I08!l 
Clothing* 259 19 1096 1821 952 731 
Fine* 3319 1094 41?5 11677 2973 3271 
Pounds 
ecker, J"oseph A. nExports from. the United States to .A.rgentinB., 
~9:-1939", J.gricul ture Statistics, J{@.$hington:.n:Q-.of3, ,::1940 ,:~:-,:pp:; 5Gi 
rrousands omitted. 
Wool 
vO 
Year beginning July 1 
DITY 1931-32 1932-33 1933-34 1934-35 1935-36 1936-37 1937-38 1938-3 
;e 
ng * 3373 3648 4975 4311 3888 4680 3991 4041 
s I 319 212 281 245 326 328 295 319 
142 113 99 12075 25916 69402 30380 67 
13424 30 8 
1438 834 586 103 
Shorts 
,ns) 2652 558 14470 29992 18239 31628 3317 1625f 
:seed* 166 245 1648 15622 2323 3369 313 148J 
,ed'; .-.~ dl3342 
.1:1oun s 
12736 12146 13657 24177 17312 1751J 
" · Bushels 
I Cubic Feet 
The fluctu~tion of volumes in the various items listed 
above were caused to some extent by local conditions such as 
droughts, abundant yields, treaty regulations, or by the outbr1 
?O 
e.nd sprer.-:,d of the second l/orld War. Fe>r the years 1935 .. 1936 
-1937 our imports from Argentina were greater then our exports 
to her, bu1; in 1938 we exported to Argentina 46.1 per cent 
more goods then -v;e imported from her.** 
69 
70 
** 
Becker, Joseph A., "Exports from the United States to 
Argentina., 1931-1939", .Agriculture Statistics, 1940, 
Washington, D. c. PP• 515-529. 
Dickens, Paul., "The Bale.nee ot International Payments ot 
the U.S." , Economic Series, No. 8. ·washington, D. c., 
1940, pp. 38-39. ~ -
The reader should bear in mind that the ebove figures 
do not include any items other than those produced on the 
term. 
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CHAP'rlffi IV 
POLITICAL .AiTD ECONOMICAL SOLIDARr.rY 
Interne.tional coopere.tion hes ah:sys been a ch?.ractoris-
of the Americe.n Continent. In feet the very existence of 
Y' of them As independent republics is due inc large measure 
the assistance :mutually given during their period of struggl 
independence. 71 
Vli th the achievement of independence this policy of mutue. 
pfulness and cooperation found expression in the practice of 
veninc; in international conferences to discuss. their common 
blems. The first such conferences Wt:'cs held in Panama. in 182, 
ferences afterwards were held at irregular periods in the 
ious capitol of Latin Americen·nations until 1889. Beg~nnin 
h 1889 at the Washington Conference the subject of peaceful 
tlement of internstional controversies has beens. major topi 
until the last decf.de no se.tis!'e.ctory agreement, acceptable 
all Americen republics, could be perfected. 72 
It wgs not until the ina~uration of President Franklin 
Roosevelt th~t a rigid policy of "good neighbor" w~s declare 
l,'.langer, rfilliem., "The Evolution of International American 
Conferences", Bulletins of the Pan Americen Un"ion, No. 10, 
Washington, D. c., LXVII-,-1934,p. 769. - -
Alfaro, Dr. Ricardo J"., "A New Era of Pee.ce a.rid J"ustice in 
The America~", Current History, February, 1929, p. 824. 
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1e United States Government. The President, in en eddress 
"ln-.American Day at the outset of his edrainistration, said: 
The essention queli ties of e, true ?en .k:!lericanism. 
must be the same es those i;:1hich constitute e. good 
neighbor, namely, mutual understonding and, through 
such understandinc, a sympathetic appreciation of 
the other's point of view. It is only in this man-
ner that vre can hope to build up a system of nhich 
confidence, friendship, end good will are the 
cornerstones.?3 
The delegates to the Pan-American Conference in Monte-
Jin 1933 were well informed os to the policies of the 
3d States regarding problems to be discussed during th.e 
3rence. Secretary Cordell Hull had delivered several 
3sses, in important cities along the route from Washington 
)ntevideo, to convince the Ls.tin Americans of the intentions 
1opes of the United States to forrnulate meesures for a 
,rn Hemisphere soiidari ttJ. 74 The conference was marked by 
lty of spirit and fl definite feeling of community interest 
1 so.ve to it F prominent pl.ace when,_oompared to former 
Lngs. 'Fne three r,10 st important problems to be solved were: 
(1) Orge.nizetion of machinery to insure pet ce e,r.aong the 
rn of the restern Hemisphere: (2) •ro give Pan-Americanism 
·telles, Sumner., "Two Years of Good Neighbor Policy", Le.tin 
1.rc.eric2n Series No. 11, Washington, D. c., 1935, p. 1. 
[ull, Cordell., "Statements at Rio de Je.neiro, Seo Pf:'ulo 
1nd Montevideo", Conference Seri es No. 19, YTashington, n.c., 
~Q35, pp. 10-16. - -
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:1. economic content, by removing the be.rriers to tre.de which 
[isted and involved the reduction of tariffs, abolishing the 
iota systems, and making other reductions of similar ne ture. 
3) To esteblish the doctrine of equality of States, upon e. 
Lrm foundation, with its ancillary decleration against the 
1tervention of one state in the internal effeirs of another. 
Around questions two and three of the most important 
.scussions centered. And with reference to them the mQst 
1porte.nt decisions of the Conference were made. President 
~. Gabriel Terra of Urasue.y, made 1 t cler1r in his inaugural 
mference speech the.t the Conference had as one of its most 
1portA.nt obligations to the people of the American Republics 
75 
.e Organize.tion of Peace. The Secretery of State, Cordell 
Lll in 111 s 8.ddress during the Conference said: 
I desire also to say---- the Government of 
the United Stetes is ready to affix its signature to 
the Anti-war pact 2nd I venture et the smn.e time 
to express the earnest hope that the representatives 
of all other governments present will eld in a great 
service to peace by signifying at this time their 
willingness to e.ffix on behalf of their governments 
their signatures on the peace treaties,----. 
Uni verse.l peace has been the chief aim of ci vili.ze-
tion. The useless shedding of blood has no place in 
the Pge in which we live. With the innumereble agencies 
for the pet:.1.ceful settlements of disputes between nations, 
war is useless ,·,s· well as odious, repulsive and a chall-
enge to organized society.----
It is in this spirit that the Government and people 
of the Uni 'ted States express their re(!Ogni t :i.011 of the 
Rowe, L. s., "The Seventh International Conference of 
American States", Bulletins of the Pan American Union, 
No.~' Washington, D. c., LVTIIL1934, pp. 1~3-155. 
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·common interests and comm.on aspirations of the 
American nations and join with them in a renewed 
spirit of broad coopere.tion for ijhe promotton of 
~}b~:ty ~~!: ~aw, of peRce, of ;n:t:!.cP- n.r;_,:: of 
... lf:;L. ',8'.'JUGJL,__;;.,.~ • 6 
In furthering the same motif of understending Senor 
e.rlos Saavedre LrunBs, the delegate from Argentina to. 1h e 
onference, asserted: 
For the first time we have given economic con-
tent to Pan-Americrinism; for the first time we tlaye 
discussed commercial and tariff policies. This means 
the. t we have felt the t there is r:·n escapable movement 
toward solideri ty Villi ch connects end binds us together 
and which forces us to march directly toward coopera-
tion, aµ.<;l, the.t represents a great outlook for the 
future. 1 1 
The results of the Conference with regard toe policy 
r solidarity, were the signing of treatiss between the 
1ited StEtes and Arc;entina providing for: 
(l} Anti-War or Non-Aggression and conciliation between 
1e two rpublics: (2) S:x:tre.dition of persons, charged v;ith 
::-irn.e, fror.1 ep,ch nation to the other upon request: (3) The 
Lghts "nd duties o{ States: (4) Trr1de agreements - relative-
?8 
, tPriff policies. 
In addition to the four above resolutions were adopted 
iceptine:_; -~he obli0ation appertaining there to and by the 
Loe. cit., Conference Series No. 1£1, pp. 36-49. 
-
1£.!.g_., p. 188. 
Senrte .Document 134, 75 dong., 2 sess., Washington, D. c., 
1938, pp. 4793-4812. 
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~ea tion of new offioes in the Pan .American Union. These 
,solutions were: (a) Codificetion of International Law; 
i) Establishment of a center of Inter-Amerioan Biliogrephic 
>Operation; (o} Inter-Arn.ericen Commissions on Aviation; 
l} on monuments to Avie tion Pioneers; ( e} on Bills of 
:change, Dre fts and Checks, { f) on Customs Procedure, Port 
>rmalities and Consular Regulations; (g) on Housing; (h) on 
1dian Life, (1) on Industrial.property; {j) on Intellectual 
~operty; (k) on Powers of .Attorney Rnd Foreign Companies; 
.) on Rural Life; (m} on the Organize tion; · of an Institute 
' Scientific Research; (n} Pen Am.ericAn Commerci·a1 Conference 
'Buenos Aires; (o) Pan American Finencial Conference. 
The import1:1nce of the results of the Conference may be 
1lDI!larized from the speech of Cordell HUll delivered at 
1enos Aires, .IJeoeinber 27, 1933. He said, in part, that .it 
,s a great sa tisf~ction to him that the ·Ut11 t&d Btetes and 
~gentina he.d worked ham.oniously in promoting peace and 
~onomic order., T.hat friendship and friendly intercourse of, 
1.ese two nations in the :future would· be a powe.Bi'Ul. :florc.e for 
w.ce· and soli·dari ty among the republics of the Western 
· ., 79 
tmisphere. 
Argentin& &lid the ~ tel Ste.tes both sigii&4 the· above 
Loo • .2!!•, Gonf'erenoe Series !f2.• }i, pp. 5:2-53. · 
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his Act authorized the President for a period of three yeers 
o enter into trr0 de agreements and, for the.t purpose, to modii' 
ithin strictly defined limits, customs duties and other impor 
t i t . 82 es r c ions. One of the tGngiblc results of this Act was e 
re':'· ty vd th Argentina which DE terir-1lly increased conm1erce be-
ween the two nations end tended to strengthen the ties of 
riendship end solidarity. For example there was an increase 
f 60% in value of imports of machinery from the United' States 
.n the very first yee,r of its oper?tion. Argentina in turn 
ndiccted e.n increase of 461~ in her exports to the United Stat 
On Janucry 30, 1936, President Franklin D. Roosevelt 
ddressed e letter to the Presidents of the Pan-American repub 
.ics, rsking theta Peace Conference be held in tuenos Aires 
,ome time in that yeer to determine hon the :rne.intence of peace 
mong the .American Republics :m.ig.rit be best s2.feguarded - wheth 
;hrough prompt re.tificetion of all the inter-American peace 
nstruments 2lre~,dy negotiated or whether through the amending 
1f existing :pee ce treaties in such e manner as might be necess 
.ry to advance c. feeling of cooperation and solirlnri ty among t 
.L • 84 :emispheric na ulons. 
12 
13 
14 
Edminster, Lynn., "Agriculture r: nd ·the Trade Agreements 
Program", Department of State, Press Rel er.=:: se, ~\ashing ton, 
D. c., June 18, 1936, p. 6. 
Devis, J. B., "Economic Progress in The Americas, 1935", 
Bulletins of the Pan American Union, .N.Q.. 11, Washington, 
D. C., LXX, 1936. 
Welles, Sumner., "The Way to Peece on the American Conti-
nent", Latin Americen Series No, 13, Washington, n. c., 
1938, p. 4. -- -
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The reaction to the President's invitation to the 
onference was overv1hel.I!lingly favor2ble from each of the 
an-American republics. One response in particulr r, the t of 
he President of Argentina, .Augustin P • .Justo, was most 
ratifying. He wrote: 
Now that v1e find ourselves at a dark hour 
for the world, full of uncertainties for its 
stability and for the effective sway of inter-
national morality, a special inter-.American 
Conference v:ould be beneficial.----Your Bx:oell-
ency' s "Good Neighbor" policy has opened shining 
perspectives in the life of .American relations 
with vast projections which the :future will be 
eble to develop. I understand that with in the 
universe! interdependence there is no room for 
regional distinctions, nor for the separation 
of continents, but that a consolidation of 
peace among the nations of America will alweys 
be a very value.ble contribution to the same· 
eims which are folloned in the world order,----
In my opinion, if the situation of the v1orld 
in the present cr1s1s cen be benefitted by the 
study which we propose to ce.rry out, Your 
Excellency has skillfully widened its horizons 
in dGfining it as a work of 'consolidation o:f 
peace, and hemispheric solidarity'.85 
President Roosevelt, .on October 31, 1936 designated 
he Honorable Cordell Hull, chairman of the DelegP.tion to 
epresent the United States at the Buenos Aires Peace confer-
86 
nee, which 1·1e_s to be held from December 1-23., 1936. 
Before seiling from New York, on November?, Secretary 
Llll told the press the. t the deleg2, tion hoped to place the 
5 
Welle1;>, .:8unmer., "Accomplishments of Inter-American Confer-
ence for Peace", conference Series ,!'f2.• .ill?_, D'e.shington, 
D. c., 193?, pp. 2-3. 
Report of Deleg0tes o:f u. s •. , "Inter-American Conference 
for Maintenance of Peace", Conference Series, No. ~, 
Washington, D. c., 193?, pp. 1-2. 
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.emispheric relations upon a firmer basis of mutual trust 
nd cooperation. He further added: 
The depressed economic conditions which 
have weighed heavily upon us all are gradually 
being dissipated. Economic conditions are im-
proving. Trade is increasing and business is 
better. But we must continue our efforts· to 
push forward-for economic progress and rehabili-
tation. Healthy economic conditions are essent-
ial for sound·, peaceful relations between nation,. 
The progress of each depends more and .more upon 
the progress of others, and by mutual efforts 
there can be built a prosperous ~nd contented 
community which is one of the best assurances for 
the mn.intence of pecce.8? 
The Delege_tion arrived et Rio de. J"anei-ro, Brazil, an 
>vember 19, 1936, where it was welcomed at the pier by the 
.binet of the Brazillian Government. That evening a benquet 
.s tendered in Secretary Hull's honor, by Dr. Jose Carlos 
Macedo Soares, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Brazil • 
. ring the course of the banquet the Brazilian Minister of 
reign Affairs declared, that the primary aim of the confer-
ee to· be hel·d. in Buenos Aires, in December was the consolida-
on of peace on the Western Continent, true to the inclination 
i the historical growth of the states therein, whose natural 
a.dencies it is our duty to develop. ·There will be examined 
rn,· v1ith a true spirit of cooperation the problems relating 
Hull, Cordell., "Statement at New York Before Sailing 
November 7, UJ36", Conferenoe Series,&• i3l, Washington, 
.D. _c., 1937, PP• 50-51. 
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> the economic and cultural life ot: the American republics. 
u,thermore he deolared that: 
We shall atte.in our e.ims without difficulty 
as we shall be animated by feelings of the most 
sincere and profound Americanism. Thus, I con-· 
fidently expect that the Conference will unite 
us all with a perfect and mutual underst~nding, 
tending to a fuller confidence between the 
American peoples.BS . 
In reply to the foregoing address, Secretary Hull told 
.s audience that the principle of brotherly love would always 
:1st between peoples of democracies. The. t no· net ion· could 
,ng 11 ve without per-rne with 1 ts neighbors and the world at 
.rge. Then referring to the Conference soon to be held, he 
.id, that the bringing of the Americen republics closer 
,gather 1n·matters of trade relations and peace.measures 
Le meeting would not be held in vain. 89 
Continuing their journey, the American Delegetion 
·rived ~t Montevideo, Uruguay, on November 24, 1936, where 
; wes welcomed by Senor Jose Espe.ltu, tlinister. of Foreign 
'fairs of the Republic ot Uruguay. The amiable Cordell 
.11 in expressing his pleasure in being in the capitol of 
'Uguey told his hearers that the work soon to begin in 
.enos .Aires was an opportunity to demonstrate to the world 
Loe. at .. , Conference Series No. ~' pp. 101-104. 
Loo. &.it.,, Conference Series No. 31, Department of State, 
pp.'" 5~. -
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hat friendly and neighborly people, imbibed withe spirit 
f cooperation and good will, could eccomplish in a conference 
f equRls and the. t the purpose of the meeting v::as to rededio-
90 
te themselves to the cause of peace and economic_ progress. 
The Delegation arrived in Buenos Aires on November 25, 
;35, at, which time Secretery Hull reiterated his hopes for a 
3eting which had for its purpose the cooperation of the Pan-
nerican Nn tions in mutual confidence, sympe. thetic understand-
91 
1g end henispheric peace. 
Delegates from each of the Western Hemisphere republics 
~re present - two hundred in number not counting the legal 
lvisers, technicians and others necessary to carry on the 
>rk in hand. 
1rhe Seventh Pan-American conference· convened on December 
1936, at Buenos .Aires, .Argentina. The first meeting was 
dressed by President Augustin P. Justo, of Argentina, 
esident Frnnklin D. Roosevelt of the United States of 
.erica. Both of the addresses had for their theme the 
r a "eood neighbor" policy and a solidarity among the 
ericen nations in economic and peece measures. 92 This 
Ibid., Conference Series, No. 31, pp. 3-4. 
Ibid., p. 680 
and 
need 
was 
Rowe, L. s., "President Roosevlet in South .America", 
Bulletins of the Pan American Union, !:!£• 1, Viashington, 
D. c., L."!I!'I, l93if;"'""pp. 21-25. ~ 
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3 second time a president of the United Stetes hed traveled 
roGd to attend the opening o:t.' an inter-Americe.n conference. 
e other President to ler-:,ve the borders of the United States 
attend a similar meeting was President Calvin Coolidge, 
o attended the Sixth International Conference of American 
:i.tes at Have.na, Cuba Janurry 16, 1928. 93 The first plenary 
ssion of.' the Conference wes held on December 4, 1936, under 
e presidency of Dr. Saavedra. Le.mes, r.:'Iinister of Foreic;n 
fairs of Argentina, Tiho hod been designated by the President 
Argentina to ect ns chairman pro tempore. Dr. Lem.as was 
en elected :perm.Gnent chairman of the Conference. - The session 
suned on the follov1ing day e.t which time Secretary Hull 
iressed the Conference, en0 outlined the program, as advocate< 
the delegation from the United Stl?tes, for the maintenance 
peace. There were eight different divisions of the outline, 
1. Tne people of each nation must be educated 
for peace to make themselves safe. · 
2. Frequent conferences between representatives 
of the various American nations and intercourse between 
these people are necessary. 
3. The reef:f'irrn.ing of treaties signed e_t Monte-
video in 19c3 end other peace measures. 
4. The agreement on a neutrality policy, in case 
of '>'mr on the Western Hemisphere. 
arlos, J'ose. ,conference Series No 33, p-:.10. 
5. To revise cornrn.ercial tree. ti es and . 
conventions that ee.ch of the nEttions represented 
should enjoy the prosperity to which each is 
entitled. 
6. A pre.cti ce.l cooperc.tion among the 
netions represented to restore the relationships 
between nAtions to prevent the corruption of 
morals rind conduct. 
?. The revitalize.tion, reesteolishment, 
F.,nd restoration of international law, as the 
substitution of armies end nfl.vies for such law 
is not adequate. 
8, Observation of understending, agreements 
and trenties between the nations constitutes the 
foundntion of international order.94 
0,.1. 
During the course of the next few weeks issues of one 
~iety or another wer-e discussed forme.lly B.nd displlssionatly, 
l *with the closing speech of Secretary of State, Cordell 
.1, the tangible ac corupli shmen t soon :-Jec1::?r11e 95 e.ppe rent • 
3re were adopted eleven treaties and co"nventions and sixty-
, resolutions and declere tions. The Confe.renc e worked on 
3 principle of American solidarity in all matters relative 
conflicts in other continents than North and South America. 
The most importe.nt treaties end conventions signed by 
3 United Stetes and Argentine. at the close of the ·:Jonference 
re: 
(1) Maintenance, Preservation, and Reestablishment of 
~ce; (2) Non-Intervention Protocol; (3) Treaty on the 
Hull, Cordell., "Opening Address to Inter-American 
Conference for Meintenenoe of Peace", Conference Series 
li£• 25, We.shington, D. c·., 1956, pp. 5-12. 
!!!les~, , Bunm.e~~ ,~·Cottfe'PeneesSe~iei~, NGr~:J2'1r .. :wa:shiti.gton~ D. C 
1~7. pp., A. 
The speech of the Honorable Cordell HUll was read by 
under secret,?ry of state Sumner Wells. 
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vention of Controversies; {4) TrePty on C'r0od Offices 
Mediation; {5): Convention to coordinate, extend and 
,ure the Fulfillment of the Existing Treaties between the 
ted States and Argentina; (6} Convention on Pan - · 
rican Highway; {7) Convention for the Promotion of Inter-
rican Cultural Relations; {8} Convention Concerning 
istic Exhibitions~ 96 
From the beginning of the Conference it was manifested 
.t all the deleg· 0 tes were determined that peace among the 
,ublics of the Western Hemisphere should prevail. As the 
•k of the Conference progressed this solidarity of purpose 
unity became more of a realization. The whole Conference 
not one in which rival governments sought exclusive advan't-
1s for themselves. \'"i"h8. t was sought and attained was not. a . 
,lome..tic victory by any of the nations represented, but a 
~lete understanding, friendly cooperation, and far reaching 
.. nning. Second in importance to the Peece treaty, was the 
•eement that the countries must work toward a system of a 
~e free eoonomio exchange of goods, so that the standards 
living in each country might be raised to higher levels. 
,re was affirmed the necessity of lessening all excessive 
United States Statutes at La.r~e., Washington, n. c., 1958, 
LI, pp.- 15-2og. 
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·riers of internat·ional tre de, Find of an exchange of goods 
,m one nation to the other on the .principle of equality of 
atment. 97 
What beclouds international strife in most ceses·is 
cef.J.ble to the selfishness, not of an entire nation, but or 
11 organized groups determined to gain their own selfish 
.s ~nd having enough political power to force their will 
n legislators of Congress. It is to combat these groups 
t measures hBve been adopted at t-he Conferences held at 
tivedeo and Buenos Aires, and that Acts have 'been passed 
the Congress of the United StPtes whiah have tended to 
sen the feelings of economic inequality and have brought 
.ore equi te.·iJle di stri but ion of co~nerce from this nation to 
entina e.nd other .American republics. The future succesf? of 
Latin American relationships will depend largely upon the 
erence to a. wise c onnnercie.l policy both at home and abroad. 98 
The Honorable Sumner Tiells, in an address before the 
dem:y of Political Science, New York City, on .April 7, 1937, 
ressed the opinion that the Conference of Buenos Aires was 
of the outstending Conferences. At. this Conference there 
Hull, Cordell., "Results and Significance of Buenos Aires 
Conference", Conterence Beries,No. 27, Washington, D. c., 
-- - -1937, pp. 4-9. 
Sayre, Francis B., "Our Relations Tiith Latin America", 
Inter-American Series,.!iQ. • .!!, Tieshington, D. c., 1937, 
pp. 9-10. 
achi~ved the principles of American solidarity and 
,peration between the Americans republics, He said: 
The.t Pan Americfinism, as e. principle of 
Americem International Lew, by which is under-
stood a moral union of all the Americe.n republics 
in defense of their common interests based upon · 
the rno st p erf ec t equality and reciproce.l respect 
for their rights of autonomy, independence and 
free development, req_uires the procle.m.e.tion of 
principles of American International Law----
That it is necessary to consecrate the principle 
of American solidarity in all non-continent1:1.l 
conflicts.~9 
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On August 2, 1938, the Secretery of the State of Peru 
.t a letter or invi tetion to all .American republics to 
d deleg~tes to the Eighth International Conference to be 
din Lh::.a, Peru, in December, 1938. In the inv1tation, 
.tion vm.s lilB.de of a need on the petrt of the .American 
,ubli cs, to strengthen their trPdi tiona.l ties e.nd endea.vor 
create new bom1s of solidarity to protect themselves from 
drnger of inter-American wa.rs And to gue.rd from any threat 
extension to American soil of non-continental disputes. 100 
reply to the invitE.1tion to e.ttend· the Lima Conference, 
retary Of State, of the United States, Cordell Hull declared 
t the Americon ne.. ti ons had agreed at inter-Americ.-an confer-
:es in the p<':st decede 8s to mutuel improvement of their 
Wel.le-:ij, Snnme'l:., "Prectice.1 Accoruplishruents of Buenos 
Aires Conferences", Conference Series No. 29, :Jashington, 
D. c., 1g37, pp. 9-10. 
Couche, Carlos. "Invitation of Perutt, Pan Americen Union, 
No. 11, Viashington, D. c., LX1.'TI, 1938,p. 617. 
--
00 
~ ti cal, commercial, socis.l rnd cul turel life. The 
c•iccn nstions h~,a mr,de important contributions to the 
:ie of world per:ce by the expansion of the inter-Americe.n 
iety based upon respect for the independence, sovereignty 
101 
politicel ec2.ut.1lity of American nations, 
The keynote of" the opening address was that of" Continental 
idari ty, 1rhis was the central theme of all deli beret ions of 
conference, an:1 re::-;ched its climax on December 24, with the 
ption of the Declaretion of the Principles of the Solidarity 
America, and the declare tion of American Principles·, These 
decle.rations represented the outstending achievements of 
Conference. 102 
Secretary of Stete, Cordell Hull, in an address before the 
lference on December 24, 193S, told the ·delegates that the 
iling of cooperation and solidarity which permeated all pre-
Lt would present a common defense age.inst any three t or 
;ivities from outside the Western Hemisphere which were de~ 
~ned to disrupt the pen.ce, security, or terri t'Orial in teg-
t;y of any nation or to undermine the democre.tic governments 
t;ablished in this hemisphere. The Arc;en tina Minister of 
L Couche, Carlos., "Invitation of Peru", Pen Aro.erice.n Union, 
No. l!, Wesh1Diton, D. c., LXII, 1938, ~619. 
lu1l-:v:aordel.l Conference Ser~, li2..!. El..z. United St8 tes 
lovefnm.en.t- :Pr.!it1.ngi~tto·e·ic.;W4sh:tngtdlltnfct,., Ci,, ,J1939-, .... j, /i1·""· 
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roreign Affairs, Jose Meri8 Cantilo, told also of a need 
1.n American solidarity v.rhich would unite all men with e 
:;herly · love and a cooperation which v10 uld l?erve the good 
!ll the people of Ameri cn. 103 The Nev1 York Times comm.en ted 
lihe Lime. Conference in these words: 
Twenty-one netions gathered and debated, e.nd 
there was no hint anywhere-:} of thr:i t ancient bogy, the 
"yankee P3 ril". There was not present there, es there 
· hr.d been e.t so many other Pan American Conferences, any 
division of North and South in-which the scales were 
weighted on one side by ·the American "Colossus"; there 
was no hint of coercion; there w0s, in fact, no sign 
of any grec.ter int er-Ameri ce:n division than -would appear 
in di.fference of opinion, The perception of ul ti:roo. te 
solidarity was genera.l and found its expression.104 
The sum of the work of the Conference vms the .adoption 
signinc; of 110 resolutions r,ncl recoramendetions, not in-
lin13 tm Declare.tion of .the Principles of the Solide,ri ty 
America, end the ne·clare.tion of America.n Principles. 105 
s nr s another link whioh bound the United States and 
entina closElr together in mutual bonds of political, econ-
cal, socie.l and defense ties. 
Following the Pan Americe.n Conferences held at Buenos 
es, 1936, and Lima, 1Q38, there •as a meeting held ~t 
ama, from September 23 to October 3, 1939, composed of 
HUll, Cordell., ff.Address to the Conference, December 24, 19 
Department of Ste, te, Publication ~ 1416, ',·a shington, D.C. 
1939, pp. 58-?0. 
New .Y£!:.! Tims., December 29, 1938, p, 6. 
Loo. Cit. ,Conference Series ,No. !7., \;ashington, D. C., 
l.93?, PP• 47-94. 
foreign ministers, or their substitutes, from each of the 
·epublics of America. The meeting was called beceuse of the 
·e situation in Europe due to the crisis resulting from the 
,reek of the second world war. While the American r~publios 
far removed from the scene of actual warfare, it became 
rent that their interests were seriously endangered by the 
break of the war. Normal exports markets were ended;'sources 
supplies were cut off; shipping was either interrupted or 
>ped; prices v,ere either abnormally or sub-normally chPnged 
· night; currenc~es of many nations were changed in value; 
itions of neutral rights arose; former obligation_s could not 
:ontinued; and, trP.v.el on the high seas was hazardous. 
These combined conditions undoubtedly constituted a 
i-ce to the pee1ce and general welfare of the peoples of the 
~ican republics. 106 This meeting of diplomatic representa-
~s was a true P_an-American conference, at which severel 
r important declere. tions 8_nd resolutions essentially 
:-icen in principle wer,::; adopted. These declarations were 
aarily concerned with such questions as: economic coopera-
1; reaffirming of the principle of solidarity of the 
::-1oas; American neutrality; the l11.nn.e.11ization of wer; oontra-
l; protection of .American ideals against subversive activit-
; nwintenance of international relations in accordance With 
Report Cl.ti Delegates of u.s., "Meeting of Foreign Ministers 
of .American Republics Held at Panama, September 3-0ctober 
5, 1959", Conference Serie~N.2,. 4.!t. Washington, D. a., 
1940, ·pp. 1-2. 
iJO 
t . l 107 ; 1an mora s. 
The ma:; t important achievement of the Pe.name Conference 
the resolution known as the Declaration of Panama. This 
Lution concerned the establishment of a neutrality zone 
nerican waters. This document defined a zone of from 100 
00 miles in the v1aters adjacent to the .Ar.n.erice:n continent, 
hich naval or air machines of war belonging to any of ,the 
igerents were forbidden to commit Rny act Qf war. 108 The 
ing also pnssed a resolution relative to territory located 
merica ·which Vias controlled by any of the belligerent 
ons of Europe. It was decided that such territory should 
change its allegierice if such change endanr5ered the pet:1ce 
harrnony existing among the Am~rican republics. 10g The 
;ing was e, · practicel demonstre.tion· of American solidarity 
it established a precedent of inter-American relations. 
consultation was an example of the determined will of the 
~le of the new worl'd for a peace based on e renuncie.tion 
E'orce, on justice and on equality. All agreements were 
roved unanimously, \·1hich ,:es due in a large measure to the 
osphere of friendliness, cooperation and courteous considere-
n which rnrrked e~ch and every aspect of all of the delibera-
Alvarez, Alexander., "International Life end International 
Law in .Aru.erics.", ~ .Americe.n Union, .No. 4, Wr..shington, 
D. c., 1940, pp. 252-253. 
Ibid., p. :;53. 
110•, ,·:Ji,.;S. ,conference Series,~ 44, Weshington,· D. c., 
1940,-1>1'• 13-14. 
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.on. 
110 
The nations of the nevI world, in the conflict now raging 
Europe, have tried to rems.in neutral. But being neutral 
,es not mean thet they ere indifferent to the progress and 
Lt come of the Y.12,r. The people, however, of the An1e ri ca s 
ve e. duty to perform, ·which :hes :for its purpose the mainten-
;Ce of the princ·iple of .American solidarity in pee ce and 
,oper2tion, one which serves its people morally, socielly, 
onomically and politically. 
0 Ib14._,_;'_.'..• Gonference Series, No 1 44, Washin3ton, D. c., 
1940, pp. 43-46. 
CHAPTER V 
COHCLUSIOH 
The trend of Letin Anerican history, especielly· thet 
f the United Ststes and Argentina reflects the need of 
ementing ti es of peaceful coopere. tion in econo1:iic, social 
nd. politicBl fields. The outbreak of 'ITorld War II in 
urope hes created difficult situations which confront all 
he Arn.erice.n reIJU1Jlics. 'I'hese situations ce 11 fo1° e more 
hole-hearted effort of a nolicv of solidarity th0n h2s 
J. V 
et been perfected. 
'l'he principle of the "good nei0hbor:1 v;r, s not forcefully 
ut before the Lr.itin Americe.n republics until President 
oosevel t mede his decle.re t ion in 1933. It wa_s then carried 
hrough the Pe.n .Americen conferences of Montevideo, Bue~s 
ires, Lima, and pane.me.. It was in these conferences that 
hose principles were adopted Y:hich would protect these 
.ations of the ";"!estern Hemisphere from a collapse of social, 
conomic, political and coillillercial enterprises. A safety 
.one hes been declared around the twenty one republics. A 
,l!?n h2 s been adopted which purported to solve the economic 
,roblems, by interchange of scientists in agricultural pro-
.uotion; by a lowering of trade barriers; and by making 
61 
rn commercial tree.ties. 
The chief executives of the United Stetes end Argentina 
'-' 
1st learn to work together, rather than for local interests; 
1ey must seek the same end - economic cooperation and 
3curity. The politicel foundction for cooperation and "good 
3ighbors 11 has been laid. This feeling of mutual respect 
3mands a common culture, and this culture ce.nnot be attained 
L thout industrialism, which with its v1eal th creates means 
)r education and for raising the standerds of living for 
:1.ch individual. This eduoction is being disseminated through 
1e medium of exch0nge of educators from this nation to 
rgentina, and through schools in Argentina nhich offer eight 
l elds of study taught by persons v:ho spei:k the Ew5li sh 
~nguGge ond who use textbooks printed in English. 
To e.chieve the principles desired, a sound philosophy is 
eeded; thct is to say, we need faith and common sense. 
conomic peace will bring spiritual and political peace. This 
nd cen be achieved by cooperation between· these nations. 
oncern for the happiness of individuals should be the guide 
;o the Argentines and Americims alike. Alliances formed will 
,e those of an economic nature, for their minds will be 
:entered on a period of long peace and not of war. To attain 
.hese iliUtual outcomes through a policy of "good neighbor", we 
[lust know our neighbor so that we may love him, for indi vid-
1ally we do not love those whom we do not know. 
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